This paper deals with introducing four estimators of parameters ( ), for linear hazard (risk) function { }. Two consist of the proposed which are mixed estimators, and the proposed estimator depend on order record data. While the two other methods, include maximum likelihood method which are solved numerically, using Newton Raphson method, and last method is white estimators depend on principle of least square's method. The comparison between ( ̂ ̂ ), has been done through simulation experiment for different sample size chosen and replicate is ( ). The statistical measure mean square error (MSE) is used for comparison. All results are explained through tables, for different sets of chosen parameters.
INTRODUCTION
Survival data are data that measure the times to death of individuals or animals. As such these times to death are random variables having frequency distributions, which can be characterize by three equivalent functions, such as death density function { }(the probability that an individual dies during the time interval ( ), no matter how small ( ) is). This is the probability density function or frequency function, where the random variable is time. The death density function which is sometimes also called the unconditional failure rate, is then mathematically which is defined;
Another function is cumulative distribution; ∫
And since then; ∫ Therefore the survival function which is defined as the probability that a person survive longer than ( ) units of time;
Another necessary function is hazard rate as a function of parameters, and time, it gives instantaneous failure rate were in many survival studies, the experimenter plots its hazard rate and discovers at least for some relatively long period, that the plot used can be fitted by a linear plot or transformed to a linear, this fitted hazard rate function { ̂ } is necessary in medical experiments, on remission time for patients suffering from leukemia or any other dangerous disease. Since the research in this field is still continuous and needs all efforts of researcher and investigator, so our research focus on studying hazard rate function [12] ,
or risk function, and work on introducing a proposed method to estimate its parameter.
The studied hazard function (or failure rate) or force of mortality, which is defined as;
Simplifying this function for generalized Rayleigh death density function; (6) And the usual form Rayleigh hazard rate is; (7) To estimate ( ), the paper is organized as introduction & methods of estimation which include maximum likelihood method, and ordinary least squares method, which is derived through White method, and the others estimators, third one is mixed estimator which is derived as a function from ( ̂ which is OLS) and ( ̂ which is MLE), so we obtain a new mixture estimator for two parameters ( ̂ ), and ( ̂ ) which is called mix estimator, here ( ̂ ̂ ) used for summarization only, but not a new parameter. Finally the fourth estimator for ( ) depend upper record values from distribution of two parameters Rayleigh since the hazard function, or failure rate, , which is conditional failure rate at time ( ), is obtained from two parameters failure to time Rayleigh distribution.
The compression has been done through simulation procedure, and then a case study explored here, but for future research, we work on applications.
Death Density Function { }.: The probability that an individual dies during the time interval ( ), no matter how small ( ) is, this is the probability density function or frequency function, where the random variable is time, this death density function, called also the unconditional failure rate, i.e;
Where,
∫
Survivorship Function : Which is the probability that an individual survives at least time ( ), ( ), if (T) is a random variable that represents the survival time of an individual, is the probability that (T) is at least a fixed time ( ), ( ), ∫
So that;
Hazard Function { }: This is the probability that an individual dies in the time interval { }, no matter how small ( ) is.
Also the hazard function, represents the failure rate, the instantaneous death rate, or force of mortality, it is defined as
If { }denote the conditional failure rate at time ( ), then it follows; (12) For the generalized Rayleigh death density function (6), we have;
Then survival probability is; (14)
Estimation of Parameters:
In this section, we explain some statistical and numerical methods for estimating the two parameters ( ) of hazard or risk function; (15) Equation (15), represents linear hazard rate function of (t), and since { } is a then;
The method of estimation include maximum likelihood method, and ordinary least square and mixed estimator as well as to proposed method depend on order statistics.
Maximum Likelihood Method:
The likelihood function for in equation (6) This method depend on minimizing total sum square error, obtained as follows;
Since the of defined in (1) is,
Therefore, the sum square error which to be minimized is;
After simplification we get;
Estimators.: Suppose { }be ( ) upper record values from distribution represented in equation (1), we write { }instead of ( ), ( ) for convenience, then the maximum likelihood estimator using upper record values is given by;
And from
The estimator ( ̂ ) obtained from (33) can be used to obtain ( ̂ ) from (32). Also the value of (F) is estimated by nonparametric estimator ( ̂ ), this is necessary for generation of ( ) from equation (34) to find various estimator of ( ) and then to find the estimator of hazard rate { (t)}.
Mix Method:
This method depend on constructing new third estimator represents linear combination from two another estimators. If we suppose that ( ̂ ) is the estimator of least square, and ( ̂ ) is maximum likelihood estimator, then the third estimator (mixture) represents the mixed from the two estimators, we called ( ̂ ) which denoted by;
Where ( ) is fixed value determined by minimizing (MSE) for mixed estimator { ̂ }through the following step
By squaring the two sides of equation (36) we get;
By taking the expectation of equation (37), we get;
Now we explain the results of estimation from simulation for various cases for ( ) with MSE below each value of estimators. 
̂ ̂
The above results can be used for patients who has a history of chronic, and dangerous disease since the statistical and scientific research are continuous. So we recommend to expand the results in this subject to contain finding a confidence region for the parameter vectors, ( ̂ ̂ ) and also to generalize the linear hazard rate, depend on regression procedures for estimating parameters of survival distributions.
CONCLUSIONS

1-
The maximum likelihood estimator of constant hazard function ( ̂ ), need numerical method to obtain ( ̂ ̂ ), but these estimators are good since the maximum likelihood estimators are invariant under one to one transformation.
2-The first proposed method is mixed from two previous estimator which are White and MLE, so it gives good results.
3-The second proposed method to estimate ( ) depend on upper record data, also it gives here good estimators for ( ).
4-The estimator ( ̂ ) can be improved by using best estimator for ( ̂ ) since it depend on it, rather than using assumed values for ( ̂ ) randomly but choosing ( ̂ ) or ( ̂ ) gives the best estimator for ( ) is ( ̂ ).
5-The equations for MLE are solved numerically using Newton Raphson method were ( ).
6-From table (1), we find the best estimator for ( ) is mixed and for ( ) is OLS (depend on White estimators), while from table (2) the best estimator for ( ) is proposed White for ( ), the OLS estimator is best for ( ) and for the set of initial values ( ), the second proposed method is the best for ( ), as the results indicate this fact in table (4) , also in table (5) ( is degree of polynomial), ( ) by any method to obtain general hazard rate function.
